INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, geometrically continuous spline curves have received considérable attention among the graphies and CAGD communities. However, up to now, algorithms for manipulating geometrically continuous spline curves of arbitrary degree have not been available. While it is known that B-spline-like basis functions exist for geometrically continuous spline curves of arbitrary degree [27] , [37] , this lack of algorithms has so far prevented their use in practical applications. In particular, algorithms for constructing the Bézier points from the given spline control points, and algorithms for knot insertion, have been missing.
Recently, such algorithms have been developed in [62] . The development is based on the new concept of universal splines and yields geometrie constructions for both the spline control points and the Bézier points, as well as new algorithms for constructing locally supported basis functions and for knot insertion. As a resuit of this development one obtains a generalization of the polar form of a i?-spline to geometrically continuous spline curves.
This paper reviews the techniques and algorithms given in [62] and augments the présentation in [62] by a more detailed discussion of some implementational issues in computing the Bézier points of a geometrically continuous spline curve from the given control points. The paper is organized as follows : Section 2 gives a brief introduction to geometrie continuity and sets up our notation. Section 3 introduces the concept of universal splines, which is essential for the constructions that. foliow. Section 4 présents a geometrie construction for the spline control points of a geometrically continuous spline curve and generalizes the polar form of a Bspline to spline curves with geometrie continuity. Section 5 shows how to compute the Bézier points of a geometrically continuous spline from the given control points and how to compute locally supported basis functions. Section 6 présents an algorithm for knot insertion and generalizes the de Boor algorithm for the évaluation of a l?-spline to geometrically continuous spline curves. Section 7 discusses some details of our Maple implementation. Section 8 contains concluding remarks and points out directions for further research.
GEOMETRIC CONTINUITY
Consider a strictly increasing séquence £ = (x y -)jîj °f rea^ numbers. A spline F of degree n over f is a continuous pieeewise polynomial of degree n on the interval [x$, xç + x ] with breakpoints Xj such that the derivatives from the left and the derivatives from the right at Xj are related to each 
is a so-called j8-matrix [1] , [3] , [5] , [22] , [23] , [33] [53] . Following the standard convention [27] , [37] we will assume throughout that the lower triangular connection matrices Cj are nonsingular and totally positive, but otherwise arbitrary.
In order to specify the order of continuity k at the breakpoints, knot multiplicities are introduced : If a breakpoint Xj is listed with multiplicity jjij we require that the fïrst (n -^j) derivatives of F from the left and from the right are constrained by Cj. In other words : C ; is an (n -JA j) x (n -/*,^-matrix. The complete séquence of breakpoints, including multiplicities, is called the knot vector T. Using the Standard convention of (n + 1 )-fold end knots it is easy to see that the knot vector
can be indexed by / from 0 to n + m + 1 with If a knot vector T = (? ï )rJ"o" +1 an d a séquence of connection matrices (CJ)J = l at the interior breakpoints x u ..., x 2 are given (see fig. 1 ) we will dénote by
the corresponding space of spline curves in R d . For d -1 we get e.g. realvalued splines, for d = 2 we get splines in the plane, for d = 3 we get splines in R 3 , etc. As shown in [27] and [37] , the total positivity of the connection matrices (Cj)j = l impiies the existence of ^-spline-like basis functions N"(u) 9 i = 0, ..., m satisfying the following properties :
JV"(M) = 0 for u i (t i9 t i + n+l ) (minimal support) (10) iV7(M)>0 for u e (t i9 t i + n+l ) (positivity)
£ Nï(u) = 1 (partition of unity) . Setting higher coordinates to 0 we obtain a natural inclusion
and we dénote by S?(T, C) the union of all these spaces, i.e.
{J). (15)
Thus Sf{T,C) contains all spline curves over a given knot vector T with a given séquence of connection matrices, no matter what dimension space these curves lie in.
UNIVERSAL SPLINES
In this section we show that the study of the whole spline space T, C ) can be reduced to the study of a single spline curve F in , C). At first it seems surprising that the study of the infïnitely many curves in S?(T,C) can be reduced to the study of the single curve F. The fundamental insight arises from the observation that S?(T,C) is closed under affine maps : If F is an arbitrary spline curve in Sf (T, C ), then every image of F under an affine map 0 will again be a spline in All we have to do, therefore, is find a spline F in SP(T,C) with the property that any other spline F in Sf ( T, C ) is an image of F under a unique affine map 0, i.e. that there exists a unique affine map
where
dénotes the affine space that is spanned by the points on the curve 
..., n the points b n , f " are defined as
Two examples should clarify this approach : 
(note that the length A 5 of the interval from t 5 to t 6 is given by A 5 = t 6 -t 5 = 2), while the Bézier point b 5 3 is unconstrained and is defined as
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that is 1 -1 and onto and that maps the curve F x onto the curve It should be clear from the preceding discussion that properties of the members of a spline space ïf{T> C) that are invariant under affine transformations can be detected simply by looking at the universal spline F for S?{T 9 C ). Hence a spïine F e S?(T 9 C) will e.g. salisfy the convex huil and/or variation diminishing property iff this property is satisfied by the universal spline F for 6^(T, C). This is rather straightforward.
A GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION FOR SPLINE CONTROL POINTS
As mentioned in Section 2, the total positivity of the connection matrices implies the existence of 2?-spline-like basis fonctions N"{u) such that every spline curve F e Sf (T, C) has a unique représentation
t =0
where the coefficients d { e U. d are the control points. In this section we use universal splines to construct these control points of a geometrically continuous spline curve by intersecting osculating flats. This construction does not work for arbitrary spline curves since arbitrary spline curves may be degenerate. Ho wever, this construction is al ways guaranteed to work for universal splines. Since any spline F e Sf {T, C ) is the image of a universal is an affine subspace of M. d and is called the k-th osculating flat of F at u. Similarly, if F is differentiable from the left or right, then the first k left, respectively right, derivatives span a linear subspace T" F'_, respectively T" F + , and its translate respectively (45) (46) is again an affine subspace of M.
d .
If F is a polynomial its osculating flats can easily be represented in terms of its Bézier points : in fact, the fc-th osculating flat of F at 0, respectively at vol. 26, n 9 1, 1992 1, is simply the affine space spanned by its first, respectively last, k + 1 Bézier points, Le.
Osc k F{0)= {£ a t b l and t=n-k
It has been observed e.g. in [55] that the Bézier points of a nondegenerate polynomial F as in Example 3.1 can be constructed by intersecting osculating flats (see fig. 2 ). In fact, in this situation the A:-th Bézier point b k is given as
More generally : let
be a séquence of real numbers. Then for a non-degenerate polynomial F as in Example 4.1 the expression is always well defined. It follows immediately from this définition that the map ƒ is symmetrie, and that f satisfies f(u,...,u)=F(u).In addition, it can be shown that ƒ is affine in every argument. Therefore ƒ is the polar form or blossom of F [55] .
Unfortunately, these définitions break down if the polynomial F is degenerate in the sense that its Bézier points are affmely dependent. In fact, the above construction even fails for a simple degree 3 poiynomial in the plane, since all its osculating planes are equal and hence do not intersect properly. Therefore this method of intersecting osculating flats is rejected in [55] for the study of splines.
It turns out, however, that the above construction will always work for universal splines. In fact, universal splines have been set up in exactly such a way as to guarantee that osculating fc-flats intersect properly. We are therefore able to construct the control points of a universal spline F simply by intersecting osculating flats. • 7%e resulting map f is symmetrie in its n arguments and satisfies
• If F is parametrically C n ~ ^ ^continuons at the knots t t then f is multiaffine [56] , [60] , and hence is the polar form of F. For arbitrary connection matrices f is multirational : More precisely : Given a subsequence (** + i, ..., f * + "_i) of an arbitrary knot vector refinement T 
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They are affinely independent andform an affine frame for the m-dimensional affine space Af f (F) as defined by (18). •
A full proof of Theorem 4.1 is given in [62] . Instead of repeating this rather technical proof here we will illustrate the workings of 
Note again that intersecting osculating flats is nothing more than solving a linear system of équations where the coefficients are given by the Bézier points. We illustrate this procedure by explicitly computing the control points
and (47) (70)
COMPUTING THE BÉZIER POINTS
A suitable method for rendering £-splines is to convert from the /3-spline représentation to the représentation as a piecewise Bézier curve : Once the Bézier polygons have been constructed, each curve segment can be drawn using Bézier curve algorithms. For cubic /3-splines such a construction was first given in [11] (see also [6] , [23] ). This construction has subsequently been generalized to degree 4 and 5 in [12] , [13] , [28] , [29] , [50] , [52] . [41] gives a geometrie construction for Frenet-frame-continuity of arbitrary degree. However, as pointed out in [6] and [23] , « an algorithm for geometrically constructing the Bézier polygons of a G k jö-spline for arbitrary degree and arbitrary shape parameters is currently unknown. »
In this section we develop such an algorithm and give a geometrie construction for the Bézier points of a geometrically continuous spline curve from the given control points. The algorithm works for geometrically continuous splines of arbitrary degree with arbitrary shape parameters.
In fact, most of this algorithm has already been developed in the preceding section : Recall from Theorem 4.1 that the spline control points • Compute M as the inverse of M~ l .
• Note that the barycentric coordinates a{ ik are nothing else but the discrete /3-splines which correspond to the conversion to Bézier représen-tation by multiple knot insertion. Again, we illustrate the workings of Note that the output of Algorithm 5.1 is invariant under affine maps. Therefore the given results hold not only for universal splines but for any spline F in S^(T,C).
Thus Aigorithm 5.1 really pro vides a complete solution to the above stated problem of constructing the Bézier polygons of a geometrically continuous spline curve of arbitrary degree and arbitrary shape parameters from the spline control polygon.
As a corollary, Algorithm 5.1 also provides an explicit représentation of the locally supported basis functions N"(u), i -0, ..., m with
In fact, the Bézier ordinates of Nf[u) are given by the i-th column of Table (78) and Table ( 
KNOT INSERTION
Knot insertion algorithms for cubic /3-splines have been given in [11] , [24] , [25] , [48] , [49] . [11] uses a geometrie construction while [48] and [49] use the theory of discrete /3-splines. [13] , [29] , and [47] extend these results to quartics and quintics. However, a knot insertion algorithm for geometrically continuous spline curves of arbitrary degree has previously been unknown. We will now use the results of the previous sections to give such a knot insertion algorithm for geometrically continuous spline curves of arbitrary degree and arbitrary shape parameters.
In fact, using our results of the preceding sections, knot insertion becomes almost trivial. Suppose that a new knot u with tg =s u < tg + { is to be inserted in the knot vector of a universal spline F of arbitrary degree n. Theorem 4.1 tells us that the new control points d* are given by intersecting osculating flats at the old knots t t with certain osculating flats at the new knot u. All we have to do therefore is to détermine the osculating flats Ose*. Ff(u) at the new knot w. But according to (47) 
{u) .d^ (\ -a { (u))
.
where a l (u) is a rational function in u. Note that for n = 3 the knot insertion algorithm in [11] is a special case of Algorithm 6.1. If F is parametrically C^-continuous, the functions a t (u) become affine in u, and Algorithm 6.1 reduces to the insertion algorithm [9] for i?-splines. Similar to our results in the previous sections, the output of Algorithm 6.1 is again affïnely invariant. Therefore the resul t s of Algorithm 6.1 not only hold for universal splines, but carry over to any spline F in S?(T, C). In other words : Algorithm 6.1 is in fact a knot insertion algorithm for any given geometrically continuous spline curve of arbitrary degree and arbitrary shape parameters. We conclude this section by mentioning that multiple knot insertion yields an évaluation algorithm for geometrically continuous spline curves of arbitrary degree. This follows from the fact that successive knot insertion will eventually compute the expression ƒ (w, ..., u ) which is equal to the function value F{u). In the case of parametrically C*-continuous splines the resulting évaluation algorithm reduces to the well-known de Boor algorithm for the évaluation of a J5-spline curve. For geometrically continuous spline curves of arbitrary degree this algorithm is new.
MAPLE IMPLEMENTATION
Our algorithms for Computing with geometrically continuous spline curves of arbitrary degree have been implemented using Maple, a symbolic computation system designed and implemented at the University of Waterloo. In this section we briefly discuss the data structures and the genera! setup of our program. We focus on our algorithm for Computing the Bézier points of a geometrically continuous spline curve from the given control points.
The where the (n + 1 ) x (n + 1 )-matrix A l dépends on the knots *i -n+ i> •"> * i+n> on tne i r multiplicities, and on the connection matrices at these knots. In order to compute A x our program starts out by setting up the universal spline F [t _ n+hl+n] over the interval [t t _ n+Ï9 t l+n ] in Bézier représentation. The computation of this universal spline only dépends on the knot multiplicities in the subsequence (t t _ n + i, .-, t l9 t t + !, ..., t l+n ) .
For n = 3 e.g. the possible knot configurations of the left knots t t _ 2 , ..., / ( are given by the séquences Le. there are 2 n~l = 4 different configurations. Combining the possible configurations to the left and to the right we see that there are 2 2 "-2 = (2"" 1 ) 2 different knot configurations totally. These different configurations are indexed by the knot multiplicities. For n -3 e.g. the index (2, 1 ; 3) corresponds to the knot séquence (r-= t i <z t-< t--t r -t-3)
Our program sets up the universal spline F [i _ n+li + n^ separately for each configuration. Using Algorithm 5.1 the program then computes an explicit expression for the matrix A t that only dépends on the séquence of knot multiplicities and the entries of the connection matrices. These results are then stored in a look-up table that is indexed by the possible séquences of knot multiplicities as explained above. Using the conversion routines from Maple to C that are provided by Maple 4.4, and using awk, these look-up tables are then converted to C + + code. Since évaluation of the matrices Ai in the look-up tables only requires multiplications and divisions, the évaluation of these matrices is then fast enough to be used for interactive applications written in C + + .
CONCLUSION
This paper has introduced the concept of universal splines and shown how universal splines Icad to new algorithms and techniques for Computing with geometrically continuous spline curves of arbitrary degree. Using a projectively invariant formulation of the continuity conditions between adjacent segments it is possible to extend the concept of universal splines from affine to projective invariance. Preliminary investigation suggests that it will hence be possible to generalize the constructions of this paper from polynomial to rational splines. Other objects of study include triangular patch surfaces and algebraic curves. It will be interesting to détermine whether the techniques of this paper can be further extended to handie these geometrie objects as welL
